Please read the entries for each candidate to see how much information you
should have before you even make a follow up call to one of your
candidates. The master file has the information for your review and study
before your call. The headings are self explanatory.
To begin a conversation about the student you want to know as much as you
can about the likely situation of the student. Here is a tip that works very
well I would recommend you research if you did not pick it up already in the
training.
Here is an example of how a few clicks on your computer can make you
more likely to connect with the candidates. A little research can go a long
way. For example zip code 91006 includes the following schools.

Here is Arcadia High School Web site for example

Here is the counselor’s page from that web site

By simply asking which schools their student attends you show your
knowledge of their (your) community. By asking what year they will
graduate you can even tell which counselor they work with at that school.
Obviously you would have all of the information about each school so you
could weave the information into your introduction phone call. "Since you
said your student attends Arcadia and will graduating next year, his
counselor must be Sharon Sandoval? Just the fact that you know a bit about
the school adds value to your call and enhances their willingness to discuss
college planning and funding with you. Keep in mind it is not the counselor’s
job to get the student funding. That is the student & parent's responsibility.
Have these minimal details about the school takes only a few minutes to
research one time and the information will help you become part of the
education fabric of your community. Knowledge is power. The more you
have the more value you bring to the relationship on behalf of the family
who may soon be your newest client.
Sincerely,

Tom
1970 W Old Magee Trail

Tucson, AZ 85704
Consultants Coach

520 544 0888

